Jerry Weber Consulting
Helping you lead the way through challenges and change.
Jerry Weber Consulting provides executive coaching and process improvement for
health care professionals, senior leaders, and entrepreneurs. Jerry is on a mission
to make things better for leaders and teams in the workplace. He has a particular
passion to prepare and guide executive leaders through major transitions and
challenges. His end goal is always to improve the individual and the system in a
way that results in a better work environment for everyone.

Background

Executive Coaching with Process Improvement

From 2007 to 2017, Jerry worked in BC’s public health
sector as a Corporate Director and Senior Consultant
for executive teams, operational leaders and staff in
order to continuously improve the delivery and
quality of their services.

High-performing organizations are dynamic living
systems that require clarity of vision, stable processes
and engaged staff. Through a coach approach, Jerry
guides leaders and teams to discover solutions,
venture on clear paths to achieve enterprise goals and
realize professional aspirations. He shows the way to
identify and resolve root causes that stabilize
operations and streamline processes.

Initially trained as an Intensive Care Nurse, Jerry
blended his work in health care with an appreciation
for artistry in woodwork. After a season as a
professional furniture maker, he advanced through
various management roles at a kitchen cabinet
manufacturing plant.
Jerry’s unique combination of scientific learning,
creative skill, and management experience gives him
special insight into improving systems and
empowering leaders.

“Jerry is an agent of change, able to clearly articulate
where things need to go and able to unite people behind a
common purpose.”
“Jerry leads in service of others and balances people with
the bottom line.”
Services

Qualifications
Jerry is a Certified Executive Coach (CEC) and is also
certified and/or licensed in:

•
•
•
•
•

Endorsements

PROSCI® Change Management
Lean Leader and Scientific Problem Solving
Coaching Out of the Box® Trainer
Instructional Skills Workshop ©
Flawless Consulting®

Individual: 1:1 Coaching
Team: Coaching, Workshop Facilitation & Training
Company: Strategy Refinement & Deployment
Personal
Jerry is married and is the proud father of three adult
children. For leisure, he continues to build unique
pieces of artistic furniture.

Call or email Jerry today for a free consultation.
778.548.3242 jweberconsulting@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/JWeberConsulting

